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ABSTRACT
Continuous soil gas radon monitoring in real time with improved solidstate detector is carried out in south-central and southern Taiwan. The
time series register spike-like anomalies which could be precursors of
earthquakes. Monitoring stations located in a brecciated zone of active fault
at Taiwan 3 and faults at Taiwan 1 showed drastic variations of radon when
the terrain is stressed before the onset of earthquake. In contrast, the spectrum recorded at a station sited on a craton Akron 1 which is sited on a
craton shows no significant radon variations. To actually prove that the
variation of the time series is related to stress, a fourth station was anchored in a sand column (209 L) with exactly the same type of radon detector system. The time series recorded in this manner shows higher background level and spikes of high radon counts as it is stressed. Temperature
and moisture variations are not affecting radon counts.
(Key words: Earthquake, Tectonic stress, Precursor, Radon spikes, Taiwan)

1. INTRODUCTION
Ulomov and Mavashev (1967) reported the increase of radon level in deep wells in
Uzbekstan before the onset of major earthquakes more then thirty years ago. Since then using
radon level for short term earthquake prediction is carried out all over the world (e.g., Walia et
al. 2005; Yang et al. 2005). Toutain and Baubron (1998) summarized the publications on soil
and spring gases with respect to seismotectonics showing relationships between radon anomalies and earthquakes. Zmazek et al. (2005) described how anomalies preceding an earthquake
on a radon time series recorded in boreholes could be identified.
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The aim of the present paper is to show how field-monitoring results are correlated to
laboratory monitoring results under known conditions. Through continuing experiments under known conditions, we could gain insight into what could have happened in nature. Eventually make earthquake prediction using continuous radon monitoring a meaningful technique in
predicting earthquake.
Taiwan is located at the junction of the Ryukyu and the Philippine arc. The intense interaction of the Eurasia and Philippine Sea plate made a small portion of the latter obducted on
the former in eastern Taiwan. Taiwan has two tectonic movements; one is the obduction of the
Philippine Sea plate northwestward against the Eurasia Plate and the other one is the movement of the Philippine Sea Plate northward toward the Okinawa trench. Most of the earthquakes in Taiwan are related to these two movements as well as the distribution of major faults
(Lin et al. 2000) (Fig. 1). The Chisan fault, where Taiwan 3 is located, is considered an active
fault recently rather than a suspected one earlier (Sung et al. 2004).
As a real rock mass is responding to a continuous stress, there could be elastic compression,
plastic flow, and brittle failure (Morgounov 2001). The major process induces earthquake in
the hillside of southwestern Taiwan is probably dominated by brittle failure. As reported by
Suppe (1983), shallow depth thin-layered fault-bend folding is the principal type of deformation in southwestern Taiwan. In this case, the fracture process becomes more predictable.
When InSAR images released by European Space Agency (2003) are examined, fringes are
found to cover a wide area near the West coast, and areas in the Northeast and Eastern coastal
plains. The stress in these areas is probably partially absorbed by plastic flow of surface
sediments. The flying start and then a slow slip as described by Bilham (2005) could justify
such kind of deformation.
Perceivable earthquake occurs in Taiwan almost every day. Therefore, it is difficult to say
whether the prediction of these earthquakes really have any merit. However, if we look at
damaging earthquakes with M L > 7.0 (magnitude in Richter scale) for the last 100 years,
either measured or estimated by Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan, then it has a probability
of occurring every ten years. It makes sense then if the emphasis of earthquake prediction is
aimed at earthquakes with this magnitude or larger.

2. FIELD METHODOLOGY
Field monitoring station has a protected detector assembly and a constructed radon-receiving zone. Chyi et al. (2001; 2002a) discussed the details of the construction of the monitoring site. The detector assembly has three parts, a silicon photodiode radon detector, an
interface, and a data logger. The data could be logged directly onto the memory system of a
computer. The detector assembly is enclosed in a PVC pipe housing to reduce the influence of
environmental factors such as temperature, air pressure, wind, and moisture. The pipe housing
is buried in a ditch lined with gravel and covered with a liner to homogenize and amplify the
radon reception. The ditch drains well to prevent water logging during typhoon season. It is
built in a proven active fault zone so the terrain is responsive to the accumulation of stress. The
radon time series recording at Taiwan 1 (Fig. 1) is continuous from the end of October 2000
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through May 2003. However, moisture condensation during warmer months May through
October, the recordings are not reliable and this excluded from the presentation.
A thermometer and a hygrometer were placed side by side with the radon counting system
at Akron 1 to indicate contemporaneous temperature and relative humidity changes. It is placed
outside our laboratory at the University of Akron to observe how soil gas radon varies over a
craton. To observe the variation of spectrum or time series related to stress, Akron 2 is anchored in a sand column prepared inside a (209 L) drum (Fig. 2). The radon detector system is

Fig. 1. Tectonic units in the vicinity and distribution of major active and inactive
faults in Taiwan and location of earthquake detected. The island has a
core of igneous and metamorphic area with high geothermal gradient.
Major faulting is confined to the wider plain in the west and the narrower
coastal valley in the east (modified after Lin et al. 2000). Locations of
earthquakes with precursors visible on the spectra recorded are shown in
Roman numerals. The four great circles with 50 km, 100 km, 150 km,
and 200 km marked are epicenter distance references. For the clarity of
plotting, nearby earthquakes are identified with the same Roman numerals.
Monitoring stations Taiwan 1 and Taiwan 3 are identified with shaded
circles.
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identical to that of Akron 1. It is placed in the middle of the sand column to record radon while
the system is stressed from the top by weight additions. Glacial sand containing fair amount of
shale, chert, granitic, and gneissic particles (Baugues 1993) from a quarry near Akron is used
for this column. The entire setup is placed inside a laboratory with small temperature and
relative humidity variations.

Fig. 2. The construction and other essential dimensions of the experimental drum
setup. Water and gas inlets are sealed at present time. The radon level of
the glacial sands used in the experiment is higher than that in ordinary
soil gas.
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3. THE MONITORING STATIONS
Real time monitoring of radon as an earthquake precursor started in Iceland (Hauksson
and Goddard 1981) within a fault zone. Their approach was very similar to ours but radon was
recorded only once or twice a week. With this long time period, they were incapable of detecting spike-like anomalies lasted only a few hours or shorter. However, our continuous counting
with detectors buried in an engineered ditch in active fault zone is a new approach. It appears
that in the vicinity of these two monitoring sites, the stress is mainly absorbed in brittle failure
or the movements of faults.
Station Taiwan 1 (Fig. 1) is placed within a fault zone at village Chunglun where four
active faults come together and form a 200 m wide brecciate zone. Mud volcanoes are abundant within this fault zone. Water temperature is only slightly above the ambient atmosphere
(Jiang 2003) indicating that the source of water is not very deep. Station Taiwan 3 is placed in
Yentsao village near Chisan fault (Fig. 1). Mud volcanoes are found on both sides along the
fault zone. Radon is exhaling at both sites with different carrier gases (Yang et al. 2003).
Taiwan 3 is located on a college campus, became operational in late summer of 2002 but
unfortunately the site was troubled with a half an hour power outage each week.
Counting system identical to that at Taiwan was installed on the campus of the University
of Akron outside of our laboratory and is designated as Akron 1. The detector system is buried
in ditch of similar design. Akron is located on North American craton. Even there are infrequent minor earthquakes, there was no perceivable earthquake struck the area during the past
several years.

4. RESULTS
Considering the latest observation at Akron 1, it is clear that construction activities nearby,
backfilling in particular, are affecting soil gas release and thus radon counting rate. Careful
site selection and away from construction or traffic activities is imperative for the placement
of monitoring system is imperative to maximize the signal to noise ratio. Radon level at this
site is not significantly affected by ambient temperature and relative humidity variations as
demonstrated by the spectrum recorded from November 2002, through February 2003
(Fig. 3). There was no discernible spike-like radon anomaly during this period. In addition,
temperature varies from over 18°C down to -7°C with contemporaneous relative humidity
varies between 100 and 25%. With a ground temperature of about 10°C, a down flux of ambient air is expected through a portion of this period. It is obvious that down flux is not affecting
the radon count. The PVC housing as designed appears to be adequate in handing ambient
factors affecting soil gas radon variation.
There are 187 perceivable earthquakes for the first eight months of this year as reported
by Central Weather Bureau of Taiwan (2003), or 0.6 earthquakes per day. Among these earthquakes only those with M L = 4 or larger are probably detectable on the recorded spectrum.
Therefore, radon spectrum recorded in Taiwan is expected to have numerous radon anomalies
if the anomalies are indeed related to stress of the terrain.
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Fig. 3. Radon time series recorded over North American craton at Akron 1.
Radon time series recorded in real time during late 2000 and early 2001 demonstrated that
precursors are found between 0.49 to 7.40 days before earthquakes with M L from 3.7 to 5.2
and within a 30 × 100 km elliptical domain with the long axis following the structure trend of
the island but offset by about 20° to the east (Chyi et al. 2001). The domain is likely to be
larger if the magnitude of earthquake becomes larger. Continuing monitoring during the ensuing years showed that precursors for much larger earthquake, M L = 6.7 as listed in Table 1,
was also detected at a longer distance of 235 km (Chyi et al. 2002b) and intervals between the
spike-like anomalies and the earthquake could be as long as 13.0 days (Table 1).
The locations of these earthquakes are listed in Table 1 in Roman numerals and their
locations are plotted in Fig. 1. Thirty earthquakes occurred around II, VI, IX, X, and XI among
a total of 37 radon peaks observed. The magnitudes and time intervals between the spike-like
radon signals and the onset of earthquakes at these locations appear to vary within a large
range and appear to be random; no clear relationship to depth and magnitude of earthquakes.
For instance at location II, only a few km southeast of Taiwan 1, the time interval could vary
between 0.59 and 13.0 days, the magnitudes from 4.1 to 4.8, and the depth from 6.3 to 15.7
km. Precursors 4, 16, 17, and 35 appear to relate to more than one earthquake occurrences. All
the spike-like anomalies are found on elevated radon level, which is likely to be related to the
stress accumulation. Because 222 Rn has a short half-life of 3.825 days and the detector system
is monitoring upward radon migration. The spectrum recorded cannot indicate radon migration processes dated more than a few weeks. The time interval of radon anomaly measured in
well water, however, could indicate a concentration process lasted a much longer time.
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Table 1. Radon precusor and earthquake characteristics.
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Based on the spectra recorded over three years (Figs. 4a, b, c and d), a stressed state at 100
or higher counts/hour and a relaxed state at somewhere between 50 and 100 counts/hour could
be recognized on the spectra. The spectra also shown that there is continuous stress applied to
this part of the Eurasian plate but there is no significant stress accumulation at these two sites
over time. The moderate stress accumulated appears to be released after moderate earthquakes.
Two types of spectral variations are recognized. The first type, as exemplified by most part of
the spectra, shows a rise of radon counts to a stressed state and then the appearance of an
anomalous spike before lowered down to a relaxed state. The second type, as exemplified by
the part of spectrum in December 2001, shows a series of consecutive spikes on top of a
stressed state and then reduced down to a relaxed state. The spike-like anomaly is defined as
above 1 σ of the counting error of the immediate background. The former may be related to
compressive stress with the Philippine Sea plate coming from the southeast. The latter may be
related to shear stress with the Philippine Sea plate moving north toward and submerged under

Fig. 4. Radon time series recorded at Taiwan 1. (a) shows the period between
the end of October, 2000 and the end of February, 2001; (b) shows the
end of February, 2001 to the end of that year; (c) shows radon variation
recorded in 2002; and (d) recorded in the first half of 2003. The corresponding time of the onset of the earthquake is shown in a vertical line
which intersects the horizontal axis to read off the timing of the earthquake.
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the Ryukyu Trench (Fig. 1). From May to October, varied from year to year, moisture condensation on detector and associated electronics render the counting system unreliable. Spike-like
anomaly 18 could not be related to any earthquake occurrence. Radon recording characteristics suggest that it could be related to moisture accumulation also. Efforts are being made at
present time to resolve this technical problem.
Monitoring station Taiwan 3 started to function on February 15, 2004 and recorded a twoweek time series. Even the counting rate at Taiwan 3 appears to be lower. There is no real
significance for this difference because the counting systems used at these two sites are different.
The time series showed the recording of stressed and relaxed state but there is no significant
spike-like anomaly recorded during this period.

5. LABORATORY SIMULATION
Figure 5a shows a section of the spectrum while temperature and relative humidity are
changed artificially by employing a heat lamp. It is clear that by placing the detector inside the
PVC housing, radon level is not affected by ambient temperature and relative humidity changes
(Fig. 5a). Spike-like radon anomalies are generated when the soil column is wetted from the
top (Fig. 5b). When the column is weight stressed, background radon level will increase and
spike-like anomalies will appear. Additional stress, however, could only generate additional
spike-like peaks but not change the background radon levels. The air pressure in the pores of
the column could not sustain very long because the column is confined.
Schubert et al. (2002) showed further how soil gas radon concentration is related to the
nature and saturation of fluid in soil pores. With the continuous radon recording, it appears,
however, that as the column is weight stressed radon emission rate does increase but the increase appears to be sporadic. That is, the increase in emission is observed as higher and
higher spikes (Fig. 5b). It is possible that the increased radon emission at stressed state is
actually due to reduction of porosity and the spike-like anomaly is due to sudden purge of
radon due to delayed changes of porosity at certain places of the sand column. When we
compare these findings to the field observations, the spike-like peak could be the precursors
and the reduced level could be the rebuilding period of radon activities in pore spaces immediately before the earthquake. After the purge, radon emission rate is reduced and earthquake
could occur before the rebuilding of the radon level in pore spaces.
These facts facilitate our understanding of how precursors are related to earthquakes in
time and space. The short half-life of 222 Rn provides a time limitation to within a week or two.
The stress accumulation in crust is probably limited to that 30 × 100 km elliptical domain for
a M L = 5 or less. Larger earthquakes could have a much larger stress domain. Most of the
earthquakes are shallower than 20 km, so depth has little effect on the extent of the domain.
The knowledge obtained in relating spikes to the occurrence of earthquake thus obtained could
help us in predicting larger and damaging earthquakes when more stations are established. At
this time, the knowledge obtained so far can help us in relating the size of domain to the size of
earthquake. In addition, it also helps us in narrowing down the time intervals between the
spike and the onset of an earthquake.
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Fig. 5. (a) shows radon variation of Akron 2 as temperature and relative humidity are varied daily. (b) shows radon variation as the column is wetted
and weight stressed from the top. Spike-like anomaly appears immediately after wetting but delayed by a day or two (shaded peaks) when
weight stressed. The background is somewhat higher than 5a.

6. CONCLUSION
From our field observation at Akron 1, it becomes clear that radon spikes could be generated by construction activities such as vibration and pounding activities related to back filling
process. In absence of these stress activities, the radon variation over a craton appears to be
small and without discernible anomalies.
Continuous observation of spike-like radon anomalies over an area with frequent earthquakes appear to reflect that these anomalies are related to the stress of the terrain. With the
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anomalies occur before perceivable earthquakes in area within roughly a 30 × 100 km elliptical area; these anomalies could be used to predict earthquakes. However, we could not determine at this time the magnitude and precise location of the earthquake.
The direction of stress appears to influence radon release pattern. Compressive force first
raises the radon level and then produces the spike-like precursors. Earthquake occurrences or
the rupture of a fault may have been a random process but the migration of stress appears to be
following certain regularity. Therefore, if multiple observing stations are established, more
accurate earthquake prediction in terms of magnitude and location could possibly be made.
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